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1. Introduction 

 The era we are living in is often notable by reference to the prevalence of the media in 

our society and culture. In a world where globalization has become a central idea and 

technology has made the world a smaller place, the importance of print-media knows no bound. 

Although people have shifted from the traditional newspaper hardcopies, to keep track of the 

world’s news, they still prefer newspaper tabloids. Starting from the world economy to sports, 

print media has continuously provided people with the latest information and entertainment. 

With the emergence of new technology, print media has welcomed new layouts, graphics and 

writing pattern. Entering the world of internet has given the newspapers a wider range to reach 

their readers all over the world. Now, newspapers are not only limited to locals or national 

level, but they can also reach their international readers as well through their tabloids.  

 Growing up, I was always fascinated by how newspapers had all the latest information 

on the whole universe. Their capability to report an incident that occurred the previous night 

flawlessly made me intrigued to know their internal working pattern. I wished to dig deeper 

into the lives of editors and reporters but that stayed as a dream until I joined Brac University. 

When I entered the university to do my Bachelors of Arts in English, like many people I thought 

this department is only about literature. However, soon my thoughts were changed when I was 

introduced to the three majors we were allowed to choose from, one of them being “Media and 

Cultural Studies”. I researched and found out this sector allowed me to experience a field I 

always wanted to look into, print media.  

 I have always been fascinated with different cultures and their lifestyles. When I took 

the courses ENG331: Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice and ENG333: Globalization and 

The Media, I realised my fascination towards different cultures and societies. While doing the 

course ENG331, we were asked to cover a story and write a report on the ongoing art exhibition 
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titled “Chobi Mela 2017” at the Shilpakala Academy. That was the time I realised I liked taking 

interviews with people and take meaningful photographs. I felt like an amateur journalist for a 

day, but that was only the beginning. For the same course, we had to write a contrasting paper 

on an ongoing advertisement topic. I wrote a paper on “Burger King: Advertisement vs. 

Reality”, which required a lot of online research as well as handling the issue sensitively to 

avoid libellous news. While doing this paper, I realised how much I liked to work on current 

news that affected the youth and our culture. Similarly, the course ENG440: English for the 

Print Media allowed me to write papers on hot topics like “The Rising Problem of Child Abuse 

in Bangladesh”. This triggered a sensitive side of mine and I realised how much I want to 

promote the truth to the people of the nation.  

Gradually, my childhood attraction towards journalism and print media became a 

burning desire and I applied as an intern at Dhaka Tribune. Fortunately, the newspaper found 

me as a suitable candidate and allowed me to work there to gain experience. I am glad that I 

got such an opportunity because not only did I experience the roles of an editor, but also 

experienced the role of a reporter. Such experience helped me to understand the current state 

of the world with an insight into the issues. Although I worked at the Dhaka Tribune D2 

department which handled soft news, our work was difficult because we had to provide the 

hard news to the readers in a light manner. According to Lehman-Wilzig and Seletzky in their 

article titled “Hard news, soft news, ‘general’ news: The necessity and utility of an intermediate 

classification” defined soft news as, “‘Light’ or ‘spicy’ news that need not be reported on 

immediately or at all, e.g. celebrity gossip, ‘man bites dog’ items (human interest)” (10) 

whereas hard news is, “Political, social, economic or serious environmental news of a highly 

significant nature that needs to be reported as soon as possible due to its immediate influence 

or ramifications on the public and surrounding world.” (11) 
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We avoided violence but we brought out issues that needed to be focused on as well. 

Working at a newspaper - which was mainly youth-based - helped me to understand what the 

youth of our time wants and how to deliver certain news to them. It has also made me realise 

the importance of print media in our lives, and I am glad I was able to experience my childhood 

desire to look into the nooks and crannies of the newsroom, where all the important news is 

produced.  
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2. A Brief History of Dhaka Tribune 

 

 

            Dhaka Tribune is an English daily newspaper which was first published on April 19, 

2013. The publisher of the paper is Kazi Anis Ahmed, who is also and one of the executives, 

and its founding editor is Zafar Sobhan. As the launch of the newspaper virtually coincides 

with the Rana Plaza Disaster on April 24, 2013, the reporters and photographers got a chance 

to cover many of the major news on it.  

            The owners of this newspaper are Gemcon Group and Kazi Farm Group. Its weekly 

and fortnightly sections include Fashion, Sports, Lifestyle, Showtime, Profiles, Grooming, 

Wellness, Teen, Food, Relationship, Art and Culture. Dhaka Tribune publishes a variety of 

monthly supplements, “Arts & Letters” magazine being one of them. The newspaper actively 

supports Equal Gender Rights in Bangladesh. It also has a translated version of the main paper 

titles Dhaka Tribune Bangla.  

 The paper at first began in a broadsheet format which was later altered to compact format 

on March 1, 2015. The newspaper provides stories and updates on topics that are based on 

readers’ interests and written in a non-judgmental manner. "The news you need. No more, no 

less" is the motto of the newspaper. It mainly focuses on youth and their voice and makes a 

stage for the new leaders to demonstrate their vision to the nation. Dhaka Tribune frequently 

goes further into the burning issues of our nation and gives a platform to the desperate cries of 

the voiceless or minority. They have covered many stories related to the migrants and the 

displaced, one of their main focus being the Rohingya crisis. They dug deeper into the lives of 

the migrants and brought out heart-warming stories to the world to portray the seriousness of 

the issue. Not only that, they have continuously brought out stories of women assault, child 
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abuse, the rising rate of addiction, etc. to the world. They have given light to the victims and 

struggling people and even given them international attention. With such news stories, Dhaka 

Tribune continuously produces individuals' interest in the emerging crisis.  

Two of the major things Dhaka Tribune is well-known for are the award-winning 

marketing campaigns Glad to be a Bangladeshi and I am made in Bangladesh. The newspaper 

is also the main media partner of the Dhaka Literary Festival since 2015. 
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A Brief History of Dhaka Tribune D2 

 

 

 

“D2” desk is one of many diverse departments of the Dhaka Tribune. The department, 

which focuses on out of the ordinary and the offbeat, published its first news story on the Dhaka 

Tribune website on May 12, 2018, with an aim to create a buzz among the younger 

demographic. 

The “D2” desk covers a varied, diverse and colourful section of topics. The subsections 

are: 

• Fashion & Style 

• Beauty & Grooming 

• Health & Wellness 

• Food 

• Travel 

• Career & Education 

• People & Relationships 

• Décor & Style 

• Entertainment 

The department’s articles can be found in the “D2” tab of the Dhaka Tribune homepage. In the 

beginning, “D2” had three members, which increased to six, with inclusions of three more 

interns at the desk, including me.  
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“D2” focused primarily into soft news. The department covers news and events within 

the industries of film, television, music, live events, video games, and others. The process of 

making a good story in “D2” desk begins with an assignment from the senior editor or a pitch 

from the writer that is accepted and approved. The assignment is a general outline that the 

writer will adhere to while investigating the story, which could be a brief interview with a 

recording artist about the start of their summer tour or an in-depth look at the complicated 

financial effects of streaming services on cable television subscriptions. Based on the outline, 

the journalist researches the topic to gather background information and decides on appropriate 

contacts to include as sources for the article. The rule is that a credible article needs at least 

three sources, or quoted individuals, and at least two differing opinions represented beside the 

evidentiary facts. The journalist makes decisions about how best to frame the article to make it 

compelling and interesting. A categorical listing of facts is not terribly interesting to read; it is 

the writer’s job to breathe life and creativity into the story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/articles/feature 

After collecting background information and speaking with sources, the journalist 

formulates the first draft. This is only a rough version of the article. Every writer is different, 

but most iterate the copy at least twice before sending it to the editor. It is the editor’s job to 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/articles/feature
https://www.dhakatribune.com/articles/feature
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review the article for spelling, grammar, and style and then to work with the writer to trim the 

article and perfect the content. At this stage, it may even be necessary for the writer to gather 

new background information and contact additional sources. Again, the writer makes necessary 

changes and submits the draft to the editor. When he is satisfied with the story, the editor will 

approve the story for publication. 
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3. Basic Terminologies of Newspaper 

The field of journalism and print media has some terminologies that they follow. These 

are common terms used in a newspaper agency. As an intern, I came across these words while 

doing my academic courses as well as gathering field experience from Dhaka Tribune. Some 

of the most important terminologies are given below.  

• Assignment: A job given to a journalist by an editor.  

• Angle: The approach or focus of a story.  

• Attribution: Designation of the person being quoted. Also, indicates the source of 

information in a story.  

• Banner: Headline across or near the top of all or most of a newspaper page.  

• Byline: A journalist's name at the beginning of a story.  

• Caption: Text printed below a picture used to describe it and who took it.  

• Contributor: Correspondent, not a regular staff member, who is paid by the story or by the 

number of words written.  

• Correspondent: Reporter who sends news from outside a newspaper office.  

• Cutline: Any descriptive or explanatory material under a picture.  

• Dateline: A line at the beginning of a story stating the date and the location.  

• Editor: Someone who prepares material for print.  

• Flag: The printed title of a newspaper on page one.  

• Feature: Story emphasizing the human or entertaining aspects of a situation. A news story 

or other material differentiated from straight news.  

• Follow-up: An update on a previous story.  

• Headline: The main title of the article  
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• Handout: Term for written publicity or special-interest news sent to a newspaper for 

publication  

• Hard news: Spot news for instance, live and current news in contrast to features. 

• Investigative reporting: Technique used to unearth information that sources often want 

hidden.  

• Lead: First paragraph of a news story.  

• News Room: The place, where reporters and editors work.  

• Masthead: Formal statement of the newspaper’s name.  

• News Agency: Company that sells stories to newspapers or magazines.  

• News Value: It indicates the length of the importance of a story.  

• Op-Ed Page: Abbreviation for the page opposite the editorial page. The page is frequently 

devoted to opinion columns and related illustrations.  

• Plug Boxes: Small boxes that carry small news headline and page numbers. Plug boxes 

appear on the front page of the newspaper.  

• Press Release: Publicity handout or a story was given to the news media for publication.  

• Running Story: Events that is develop and covered over a period of time.  

• Reporter: Someone who writes and researches news stories.  

• Source: Person, record, document or event that provides their information for the story.  

• Standfirst: An introductory paragraph in an article, printed in larger or bolder type or in 

capitals, that summarizes the article. 

• Shoulder: Positioned above the main headline, are set in small points and aim supplements 

the main headline. 

• Subheads: Separate sections within one long text. 

• Verification: Determination of the truth of the material the reporter gathers or is given. 
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4. Identifying Terminologies through Picture 
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5. Writing Experience 

In a world where violence and brutality have become a common subject, coming up 

with the news that is entertaining yet important becomes difficult to produce. Soft news can be 

of four types. a) News that can be used to reach an audience on a personal level, b) news that 

needs to be urgently shared or published, c) news that can be considered unimportant and used 

whenever necessary, and lastly d) news that the respondents were asked to specify. The soft 

news can be of anything entertaining or important, whichever the audience wants to read. It 

can be related to gossip, sports, consumerism, fashion, lifestyle, travel, food, and even politics 

to a light extent.  

Working at Dhaka Tribune in “D2” desk has given me the opportunity to explore the 

audience-preferred sections in Bangladesh and in the international sector. As Dhaka Tribune 

has a compact format and reaches out to youth interest, this specific department worked on 

news that was trending and eye-catching. As an intern, my work experience in this department 

was vast. I have categorized my internship learnings from the print media sector in the category 

below –  

• Editing Activities 

• Sharing News on Social Media 

• News Writing Techniques 

• Creative Writing Projects 

• Graphics and Infographics Designing 

 

The detail of these follows.  
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Editing Activities 

The “D2” desk was mainly run by my supervisor, a sub-editor, and three interns 

including me. As the department is different and new to the Dhaka Tribune family, our editing 

style and attention to stories were different. It was a small group of members in the department 

and each of us had various roles to play.  

In the initial stage, my supervisor introduced me to the Dhaka Tribune writing format 

and guidelines. I was expected to do some simple stories for some funny videos that had been 

trending and gaining a lot of popularity among the youngsters. As “D2” desk was mainly online 

based, we had to come up with catchy headlines and standfirsts (a brief introduction of the 

news story, which comes right below the headline) to attract readers. The first few days were 

kept for me to learn these tricks. Below is the image of my first editing work at Dhaka Tribune.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/05/cat-shows-neymar-s-fake-foul 
 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/05/cat-shows-neymar-s-fake-foul
https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/05/cat-shows-neymar-s-fake-foul
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 Gradually, I started learning the basics of reporting and interviewing as well. As I 

actively visit exhibitions and cultural programs, I was assigned to cover an ongoing art 

exhibition, which happened to be Unmad’s 40 years anniversary, a popular monthly satire 

magazine in Bangladesh since 1978. I was expected to not only write a report on it but also 

take interviews of the founder, art directors and producers present at the venue along with 

photographs. As assigned, I covered the news and reported back to my supervisor who 

furthermore told me to develop a story on it to be published on the same day on the webpage. 

After preparing the content, with his permission, I uploaded the news on the Dhaka Tribune 

webpage. (See Appendix-1) 

As the reporter, photographer and editor of the story, the news was published under my 

name. This was a big achievement for me as getting recognition in the first week of my 

internship helped me to be more passionate and dedicated to my work. Soon, I did some other 

original contents for the webpage. I was given translation assignments as well to test my 

translating skills. I also did a couple of news stories for the Student Protest in Bangladesh. As 

we were allowed only to produce soft news from our department, I was asked to write stories 

on celebrities who had been supporting the protest and attracting world audience to this protest. 

The list of celebrities included – Nas Daily and Drew Binsky, famous travel video bloggers, 

Bhanga Bangla, the first Bangladeshi Trap group based in Los Angeles, Salman Muqtadir, 

actor and YouTuber in Bangladesh etc.  

Alongside original contents, we would edit news taken from international news sources 

and modify them according to our reader’s preference. I needed to follow Agence France-

Presse (AFP), Reuters, CNN, BBC, The Guardian for English fresh news. As for Bangla news, 

I had to look into United News of Bangladesh (UNB), Bangla Tribune and news coverage from 

reporters. Social media sources like YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter were one of 

our main focus to search for eye-catching soft news. 
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Initially, I had a lot of difficulties to understand the editing standards and faced many 

issues to develop content that was published worthy. However, with time I started 

understanding the wiles and formats. One of my story on research made on iPhone users 

reached a huge range of readers and boosted our department.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/13/study-owning-an-iphone-means-you-are-

rich 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/13/study-owning-an-iphone-means-you-are-rich
https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/13/study-owning-an-iphone-means-you-are-rich
https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/13/study-owning-an-iphone-means-you-are-rich
https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/13/study-owning-an-iphone-means-you-are-rich
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Sharing News on Social Media  

As our department only consisted of five members, we monitored our own Facebook 

page. Although it was linked with the official Facebook page of Dhaka Tribune and updated 

by the social media department, “D2” members had access to upload and edit stories on the 

social media under the guidance of the department head.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/DhakaTribuneD2/ 

 We had a group including the social media department where we would post what news 

we have prepared. Mostly the headlines and standfirsts were shared with them along with the 

time. The standfirsts usually contained the 5Ws and 1H (what, where, when, who, why, and 

how) to make the readers understand the summary of the news, which we learned basically in 

our ENG401: Editing course and then from my supervisor at Dhaka Tribune. Also, if we posted 

any news personally on the Facebook page, we would inform the social media team about it so 

that there was no double news sharing. To promote some specific news, Dhaka Tribune would 

upload some of the hard news post links to “D2” page and vice versa. However, as “D2” desk 

always uses their logo on the upper right corner of the cover picture of the news, it is easy to 

identify which news has been produced by this department.   

 

https://www.facebook.com/DhakaTribuneD2/
https://www.facebook.com/DhakaTribuneD2/
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 For social media posts, as an intern, I had to learn how to prepare attractive captions as 

well. Generally, we could write the standfirsts as our caption but I was also taught to come up 

with unique captions which would be precise, short, eye-catching, and informative; like a 

grabber. Similar to a headline, but a bit descriptive. Although it seemed like an easy task, it 

proved to be challenging as it needed to grasp a large number of reader’s attention.  

 On Facebook, I had to moderate and reply to comments to messages given by readers 

or followers of our page. I had access to the admin panel so even though I commented as 

myself, it would show the readers that “D2” replied to them. Nevertheless, it was strictly 

moderated by the whole “D2” team, social media team in charge and members of the editorial 

board. So, whatever we commented or published would be double checked before going online.  

 However, posting on social media was only one of my responsibilities. I had the 

privilege to learn how to upload news on the Dhaka Tribune official website as well. There is 

a specific website where we upload the news along with a headline, standfirst, image, cutline, 

author’s name, etc. Usually, the news goes by the reporter's byline. As learned in our ENG401: 

Editing course, byline refers to the author’s name given at the top of the news story, right below 

the headline.  
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 This above picture is taken from the Dhaka Tribune’s backend manager which is strictly 

restricted for people outside the organization. Through this server sub-editors, senior sub-

editors, staff sub-editors, and editors can upload their produced news to the official website. 

As an intern, I had permission to upload stories as well, but under my supervisor’s guidance.  
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News Writing Techniques 

Completing my internship at one of the popular English dailies in Bangladesh has 

allowed me to not only implement my academic education in a practical field but also learn 

about various prospects of writing and journalism. I experienced the writing format that Dhaka 

Tribune follows, which includes a headline, byline, a standfirst, news written in an inverted 

pyramid structure, images following the news along with photo captions, and lastly links or 

videos related to the news (for online version). I learned in my ENG440: English for Print 

Media course that an inverted pyramid structure starts with the 5Ws and 1H in the beginning 

paragraph, followed by important information on the second paragraph and less important 

information on the third paragraph onwards. Although I had to follow the basic writing 

guidelines while producing news, I still had to come up with a tactical and creative approach 

to the stories as they were mainly focused on youth and adolescences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: The inverted pyramid of journalism 

The initial stage of writing a good story is to find the right topic to work on. As I was 

asked to concentrate on soft news for the “D2” desk, I had to research on social media and 

other sources for engaging and trending stories. Keeping an open eye for viral contents on 

social media or entertainment world was also necessary. Choosing the theme of the story was 
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another important aspect to look onto. As Olusola Oyero said in her book Themes in 

Communication Writing,  

“Several factors come into play when choosing a theme: Has the story been done 

before? Is the story interesting to the audience? Does the story have a holding power 

(emotional appeal)? What makes the story worthy of being reported?” (119-120) 

After considering all these things, choosing a topic became more difficult as if I listed ten ideas, 

seven of them would not hold positive answers to the above questions. If I was fortunate 

enough, then one of the ideas would be selected by my supervisor from the top three and I 

would start researching and writing on it.  

One of my produced articles was “Meet the ‘Travelettes of Bangladesh’” which was 

based on a group of only four women who have been travelling all around Bangladesh on their 

scooties. A basic report was sent to us by one of our reporters, which was written in Bangla. 

My work was to translate the report, write publish-worthy news on it, verify information 

provided from online sources, and come up with the attractive headline and a standfirst. The 

copy I developed was further checked by my supervisor, who also gave me positive feedbacks, 

and they were published on the website by me.  
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https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/travel/2018/09/02/four-girls-on-scooties-travels-

around-bangladesh-to-promote-women-empowerment 

I was also assigned to edit copies of other interns as well. It was a practising process 

for us where we learned our flaws, how to correct them, and what is expected from a sub-editor 

to publish. A few things I grasped while editing and translating involved making less 

grammatical errors, thinking from the audiences’ perspective, keeping the sentences simple 

and light, avoid libellous stories and avoiding gender preferences. In the case of editing other 

news stories, our supervisor would choose a handful of stories for each of us and ask us to 

research and write stories on them. The contents would generally be available on AFP, Reuters, 

CNN, BBC, UNB, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook. Otherwise, in many cases, we had to take 

direct interviews as well. One of my direct interviews taken to write a story was on “Bashap: 

A Bangladeshi Martial Arts Form”, a martial arts form initiated in Bangladesh and being 

practised since 1980. I had to contact the founder and the chief sensei of the foundation to 

gather information. I collected videos from YouTube and Facebook. The story went on my 

byline as I acted as the reporter and editor for the story. Another one of my interesting editing 

copy was on the “Kiki Challenge”, which became viral in 2018 all over the world. People were 

following the music video of the song “In My Feelings” by Drake, a Canadian rapper and 

singer. The challenge also got viral in Bangladesh and became a trend. I wrote an article on 

that and took interviews of the people who did the challenge. Unfortunately, one of them was 

facing body shaming from the audience and our story proved to be a voice against it.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/travel/2018/09/02/four-girls-on-scooties-travels-around-bangladesh-to-promote-women-empowerment
https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/travel/2018/09/02/four-girls-on-scooties-travels-around-bangladesh-to-promote-women-empowerment
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Writing Style at Dhaka Tribune  

Dhaka Tribune has its own style of writing. Moreover, as my department worked on 

soft news our writing style also varied from other newspapers. The newspaper has its own set 

of writing format, which is shared with its employees in the name of “Style Guide for DT”. 

The guideline was very helpful and easy to understand. Some of the main guidelines have been 

shared herewith.  

The newspaper prefers to have simple yet strong words for each news stories. 

According to their guideline, single angle story should not be more than 300 words and a 

regular news feature should not be more than 600 words. Headlines need to have strong action 

verbs in them. Dhaka Tribune encourages its sub-editors to follow the TACT test, meaning 

keeping an eye for taste, attractiveness, clarity, and truth.  

The newspaper prefers to write the full form of the abbreviations or acronyms at the 

beginning before adding the abbreviation or acronym itself. Also, they like to use the British 

style of writing when they refer to time or date. For example, “Petitioner's counsel Barrister 

Jyotirmoy Barua said Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission (BERC) on October 16, 

2018, turned down the proposals of Petrobangla and its subsidiary companies to hike the gas 

prices.” (“High Court order on gas prices hike move on March 31”, Dhaka Tribune) However, 

the reporters and the sub-editors have the privilege to use abbreviations or acronyms in the 

headline to save space. For example, “PM to inaugurate 12 development projects” (See 

Appendix-2) or “LGED officials demo across countries” (See Appendix-3) have abbreviations 

that have been further explained in the story introduction. The headlines are written in a clean 

format. Only the first letter of the sentence is capitalized unless there is an abbreviation, name 

or acronym included in it. 
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As mentioned above, the newspaper also prefers the inverted pyramid structure, 

meaning the introduction of the news has the 5Ws and 1H progressing to most important to 

less important information. Dhaka Tribune prefers to add “hyphen” to elaborate a sentence 

instead of “commas”. (See Appendix-4) As for bylines, the newspaper adds the name of the 

reporter or the correspondent in the byline section. The picture credits are given to the 

photographers as usual. To avoid libel issues, the newspaper only uses free stock images or 

images from paid sites if photographers are unable to provide an image.  
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Creative Writing Projects 

At Dhaka Tribune as interns, we were given the freedom to write on creative topics 

which could attract the young readers. Coming up with topics that could attract and engage a 

large group of people was a difficult task for me. My supervisor pushed me with new categories 

and asked me to explore them. I worked on niches such as travel, food, fashion and lifestyle, 

skincare etc.  

Developing creative contents requires a lot of time and managing them within a specific 

word limit proved to be a challenge. It was surprising to see how my supervisor would 

summarize my three lines to one sentence without missing any details. I realized, even if it is 

a creative copy, I need to keep it simple and have a good grabber to catch the attention of the 

readers. Of all the creative articles I have produced, one of my most popular ones is “Online 

bakeries: An alternative to store-bought cakes”, which was based on top online bakeries on 

Facebook in Bangladesh. We got a huge positive response from it and the main reason for it 

was being able to understand what Bangladeshi audience likes. As Bangladeshis are known to 

be foodies and have a sweet tooth, this article seemed to reach out the most to them. Cover 

image plays an important role as well to attract readers. (See Appendix-5) 

Another article of mine was the total opposite, which talked about health issues due to 

so-called ‘diet’ food. The article was titled “5 “diet foods” that cause more harm than good”. 

Although the article was more informative, because of the cover photo, we suspect the audience 

reach decreased a little. (See Appendix-6) 

 I also prepared three articles on winter skincare that has been stocked for future 

publication. For those articles, I had to not only work as the writer and editor but also as the 

photographer as well. It allowed me to explore the fields of a reporter as well as a photographer. 

Pictures were also edited me. The articles required a lot of research about skin types, caring for 
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them and suitable products for the skin types with a preferable budget. One of the articles is 

given below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This image is taken from Dhaka Tribune backend manager as it is not published yet.  
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Graphics and Infographics Designing 

As an intern, I also had to utilize my graphics designing skills for the “D2” department. 

The “D2” desk consisted only of five members and unfortunately, none of them except me 

were capable of doing graphics designing. My supervisor tested my designing skills by first 

asking me to edit some images for a photo gallery. I had to resize, edit, and add the D2 logo to 

the images. The work was simple and it did not take me much time. As I have basics in graphics 

designing and Adobe Illustrator, this part of the work was relaxed for me.  

The next task I was asked to do was design a Facebook profile picture and cover photo 

for the “Dhaka Tribune D2” page. The designs were highly appreciated by the team. The cover 

picture represents all the things “D2” desk has been covering from the beginning. It also 

highlights how “D2” was formed.  

 

 

 

 

 Furthermore, I also prepared some infographics as well as quizzes that got popular on 

our website. One of my team members introduced me to a website named Canva 

(www.canva.com) for infographics and another site named Riddle (www.riddle.com) for 

quizzes, where these can be created for free. At first, I thought creating quizzes will be an easy 

task, but the more I looked into it, the harder it became. There were many things to consider 

while making a quiz. Firstly, simple but fun questions. Secondly, minimum of four answers to 

each of the questions. Thirdly, coming up with the probable end result to show the readers. 

Afterwards, joining these results with all of the answers and giving them points or marks. 

  

Fig 2: Profile Pictures Fig 3: Cover Photo 
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Lastly, adding them all together in the Riddle website along with images to get a fully ready 

quiz. I prepared three quizzes in total during my internship and each of them took me around a 

week to submit with the complete result. I also had to do some graphic design for one of them. 

I had to design the answers myself for the end result of the quiz. On the other hand, creating 

infographics was an easier task. I just had to gather information and suitable pictures and add 

them up in the template before publishing it.  
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6. Miscellaneous Activities 

Besides my usual editing and writing works at Dhaka Tribune I also did some other 

activities which are described below.  

 

Reporting 

On the first week of my internship, I was asked to cover and interview an ongoing art 

exhibition titled “40 years anniversary of Unmad” held at Drik Gallery, Dhanmondi. I took 

interviews of the founder and editor-publisher Mr Ahsan Habib, executive editor Anik Khan, 

and cartoonist Syed Rashad Imam Tanmoy. The interview went well and I also contributed as 

the photographer for the report. The story was also written and edited by me.  

The second reporting project of mine was for “Toycon 2018” where LEGO enthusiast 

and Gemcon Group Director Juditha Ohlmacher exhibited her LEGO model of Jatiya Sangsad 

Bhaban. (See Appendix-7) I interviewed her and wrote an article on it, which was not only 

published on the website but also on the newspaper’s business and back page. This was a big 

achievement for me because as mentioned, no other intern got the privilege to have a story go 

by their byline on the newspaper at such an early stage of internship before.  

 Following this project, I covered a press release on the last month of my internship. The 

press release was on inaugural ceremony of Vivo’s new models V11 and V11 Pro. Vivo is a 

Chinese mobile brand doing business worldwide. Later on, I produced a news story on the 

launching ceremony. This was a different experience for me because I had to cover the event 

alone. I learned a lot of nooks and crannies of reporting from this coverage.  
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Photography 

As mentioned above, I had to play the role of a photographer for some of the articles I 

produced. Dhaka Tribune has given me various opportunities to explore my potentials in the 

fields of print media. My first photography project for the newspaper was for the article “40 

years of Unmad”. I used my high-resolution mobile phone to take the images for this project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/07/40-years-of-unmad 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/07/40-years-of-unmad
https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/07/40-years-of-unmad
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 My second photography project was for my three skincare articles, which were original 

contents. The winter skincare articles were divided into three sections – dry skin, oily skin, and 

combination skin. I decided the theme and plot of the article and with my supervisor’s 

permission chose the models and took the photographs for the articles. The articles have not 

been yet published, but I have the end results of two of them which have been shared below.  
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7. Related Theories to My Work 

Throughout my undergraduate program at Brac University, I have come across 

respectable and knowledgeable faculties who have provided us knowledge about theories 

related to the world of media and culture. These theories have not only enriched us with ideas 

about the world but also gave us a perspective of our own.  

At Brac University, English department offers a course titled ENG331: Cultural 

Studies: Theory and Practice, which explores the theories of Michel Foucault’s “The Eye of 

Power” and Reymond William’s “Advertising: The magic system”. Another course we are 

taught is ENG333: Globalization and The Media where we learn the impact of globalization 

on the whole world. Both the courses go hand in hand to teach us the effect of the power of 

surveillance over us through globalization. As we know, with the help of technology the whole 

world has become easier to monitor. Starting from our mobile phones to our office ID cards, 

everything is connected to a global network, which has all our information in its grasp. 

Similarly, in the world of advertisement where people are faking it every day to gain popularity 

or wealth is not unknown to us.  

While I was doing my internship, I felt like these two theories are the most I could relate 

to. As a journalist, I had access to information that general people could not acquire. Not to 

forget, media has the power to use any general comment or video to spin around the meaning 

to make it viral. I was stunned to see how my seniors would track possible social media users 

through the simple search engine to gather information for related news stories. On the 

contrary, when I was working on writing creative yet short headlines, I was amazed to see how 

my supervisor made the headlines attractive with relatable yet juicy information. It kind of felt 

like the “Advertisement vs. Reality” concept where companies show what the readers or buyers 

want to see to make them buy a product, only to find out it has no necessity in our lives. Viral 
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stories shared online felt like clickbait stories where the only point of getting attracted to it is 

the headline or the cover photo. I felt like that when I was designing the quizzes. One of my 

quizzes was “Find out your perfect destination in Bangladesh”. The answers were basic and 

based on readers’ choice of answers. Yet, it had no surety of being the accurate answer for the 

readers. Still, they chose to take the quiz because it triggered some feelings in them. Another 

one of my quizzes was “Know which restaurant is best for steaks in Bangladesh”. Our articles 

were not paid by the companies but we still went for the restaurants that had better fan 

followings. This way, we could make sure more readers will feel intrigued to check the quiz. 

Unfortunately, this trick felt like deceiving people from the reality as the reviews gave were 

not 100% genuine and the end results from the quizzes were uncertain.  

On the other hand, we have another course named ENG465: Translation Studies at Brac 

University where we learned about “Word for Word” and “Sense for Sense” translation 

techniques. When I was translating my Bangla to English copies given by my seniors, I decided 

to go for the “word for word” technique. According to Majid in his article titled “St. Jerome’s 

Approach to Word-for-Word and Sense-for-Sense Translation” said, “Word-for-word 

translation concerned with the level of words, in which each linguistic element of the source 

language (SL henceforth) is replaced by its closest target language (TL henceforth) 

correspondent,” (53) By doing so it became more difficult for me to translate it accurately as 

well as the richness of the whole article was being hampered. When I asked for correction and 

feedback from my supervisor, he suggested me to go for “sense for sense” approach which 

would make the article more interesting and bring an emotional appeal to it. Majid also added 

in his article that, “Sense-for-sense translation is more concerned with creating a target text 

(TT henceforth) that sounds natural in the TL,” (53) Agreeing to his words, creating a target 

text in “sense for sense” approach made the news story more appealing and engaging in the 

target language, which was English in this case.  
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8. A Personal Account 

Doing my internship at Dhaka Tribune has given me a lot of opportunities to not only 

learn about print media sectors but also explore my inner potentials. Before this internship, all 

I had was academic knowledge of writing in print media. Even though books can be a rich 

source of knowledge, it cannot provide one the general and practical knowledge that can be 

learned at the field exposure.  

During this three-month internship, I faced a lot of challenges, which pushed me to my 

limits and made me see my own potentials from a new perspective. Earlier, I had no experience 

in reporting or taking interviews of people. Through this platform, I have not only taken 

interviews of many important people but also made new friends. Not only that, I learned the 

importance of punctuality and following instructions. As this was my first experience at an 

office, I felt overwhelmed and scared, but that soon was replaced by dedication and passion.  

There are many times when I failed to correctly follow instruction or produce content 

within assigned time, however, my supervisor and seniors kindly overlooked my mistakes and 

taught me the importance of following guidelines and time schedule. Soon I overcame these 

problems and dedicated myself more to delivering accurate news stories to my supervisor. This 

was only possible because of my supervisor’s and colleagues’ constant support and guide.  
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9. Conclusion 

This report is centred around my internship in the “D2 Desk” of Dhaka Tribune. It 

incorporates the work I had done, my learning knowledge, and my experience of interning. It 

likewise incorporates the theories and practices I learnt from my faculties that helped me 

furthermore with the internship.  

Doing my internship at Dhaka Tribune has helped me to develop into an increasingly 

capable and proficient person. I figured out how to design things in a progressively proficient 

way. In the meantime, I further built up my abilities regarding being a cooperative person. I 

comprehended the significance of following hardworking attitudes, participating with others 

and being timely at the office.  

 Lastly, I appreciate the guidance and help from the whole Dhaka Tribune team whose 

constant support throughout this journey has made it more memorable.  
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Appendix 

Appendix-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full news at https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/07/07/40-years-of-unmad 
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Appendix-5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full article at https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/09/15/online-bakeries-an-alternative-

to-store-bought-cakes 
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Appendix-6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2018/07/21/jatiya-sangsad-bhaban-now-in-lego 

 

 

 

Full article at https://www.dhakatribune.com/feature/2018/09/20/5-diet-foods-that-cause-more-

harm-than-good-2 
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Appendix-7 
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